Butterfly - 4 Year Old
Scope and Sequence

Many of these objectives are practiced and realized through structured play
opportunities. We believe that children can discover many of these skills through
guided play time. Play occurs in the classroom and on the playground. Parents are
always welcome to observe, help and ask questions as we work together to help your
preschooler develop into the person the Lord has created them to be.
Language Arts

Increasing complex and varied vocabulary
Identifies lower case letters
Begins identifying initial letter sounds
Writes full name
Engages in conversation
Retells stories verbally and through pictures
Numbers, shapes & color recognition
Positional and directional words
Able to express ideas through picture
Basic opposites

Physical Development

Catches a bounced ball most of the time
Hops and starts to skip
Swings and climbs
Hand eye coordination
Holds pencil correctly

Bible

Daily devotion and prayer
Singing worship songs
Lessons including: Creation, God’s family, Jesus’ teaching,
Jesus’ Miracles, Christmas and Easter

Numbers

Health, Safety & Self-Help

Science

Social and Emotional Development

Shape recognition
Number labeling and tracing
Sorting and grouping
Imitates and predicts A-B pattern
Recognizes numerals 1– 20
Understands length and size
Label body parts
Identify living objects
Observes and records events
Understands seeds and plants
Describes the weather and how it changes
Respects the environment
Understands the function of their surroundings
Identifies and describes the moon, sun, stars and planets

Social Studies

Understands seasonal holidays and calendar
Identifies personal family structure
Identifies community helpers
Shows care for God’s creation for plants and animals
Learns traditions that make people unique

Monthly oral health lessons
Independent hygiene such as washing hands alone
Basic healthy food choices
Assists in classroom tasks
Practices personal boundaries
Knows and follows school routines and rules
Wants to please and be like friends
Likes to sing, dance and act
Identifies family structure
Can tell what’s real and make-believe
Shows independence
Equally demanding and cooperative
Enjoys doing new things
Plays mom and dad
Is more creative with make believe play
Helps, shares and takes turns with adults and children

Other Enrichment Activities Include:
Chapel- Wednesdays at 9:15am Includes singing worship songs and a short bible lesson.
Library-Weekly
Garden- Growing fruits, veggies and flowers in our garden.
Special Events- Such as Community Helper Week, Thanksgiving Feast, Rodeo Celebration, Spirit Week, Love of Reading
Week,  Science Fair and more!

